Taking this into account, having only one significant chi-square test at the .05 level out of 56 indicates that the observed alleloyme frequencies do not deviate significantly from the equal probability of mating model. If differential fertilization were occurring and a particular pollen parent contributed a disproportional number of gametes to the polynym mating, all of its isolymes would be expected to be over-represented resulting in significant chi-square values for several loci.

Frequency of fertilizations by pollen parents

The pollens used in this study were not chosen based on unique alleloyme phenotypes; thus, several pollen parents could produce gametes which were indistinguishable from each other (Table 2). The method used to deal with this problem, discussed in the Materials and Methods section, could have biased the results of the pollen frequency chi-squares in favor of the null hypothesis, equal probability of mating, by causing a more even distribution of pollen contribution than that which actually occurred.

The observed frequencies of fertilization attributed to each pollen parent are given in Table 3. No pollen parent was statistically significant from the observed to have fertilized more than 12% of the seed of any female. This was determined by finding the number of seed per female mating with a particular pollen, (Table 3) by the total number of seed sampled for that cross. The chi-square test results on these fertilization frequency data supports the conclusions derived from the alleloyme frequency chi-square test. None of the four polynyme pollinations produced evidence to reject the equal probability of mating hypothesis. None of the fertilization frequency chi-square tests are significant at the .05 level. The alleloyme frequency chi-square test results, which are not affected by the aforementioned source of bias support the results of the fertilization frequency chi-square analysis.

When deviations from equal mating occur the GCA of some female parents may be over- or underestimated, because the mixture of male gametes effecting fertilization may contain an excess of superior or inferior genotypes. The situation would be particularly damaging if the overall successful male parents, differed from cross to cross.

The chi-square analyses of this study, indicate that no significant deviation from the equal probability of mating hypothesis occurred in the polynyme matings which lends credence to the GCAs and other statistics produced from polynyme progeny test data.
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Analysis of Diallel Matings with Missing Values

By C. A. Dean1) and R. L. Correll2)

(Received 29th June 1987)

Summary

A computer program (called Diallel Analysis by GENSTAT, DAIQ) is presented to analyse data from half-diallel matings without selfs. The program is flexible, coping with mixed models, varying number of traits and missing values (in the form of both missing traits and missing crosses). The program, based on analysis of variance and regression techniques, is easy to use and provides opportunities to pool sums of squares in the analysis of disconnected half-diallel matings. The output is directed towards generating variance components of particular interest to tree breeding and population genetics.

Key words: Computer program, half-diallel matings, missing values, variance components.

Zusammenfassung

Ein Computerprogramm (bezeichnet als Diallel Analyse mit Hilfe von GENSTAT, DAIQ) zur Auswertung von Da-
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Introduction

Diallel matings are widely used in plant breeding, and sometimes in animal breeding, to generate estimates of additive and non-additive genetic variance components. One of the simplest forms of diallel mating is the half-diallel which does not include selfed individuals or reciprocal crosses (Method 4 of Griffing 1956). In tree breeding the use of a disconnected series of such half-diallel matings has been widely recommended for regenerating the breeding population after each generation of selection (Soulé, 1973; Griffin, 1976; Burdon et al., 1977; Matheson, 1978; Talbert, 1979). The half-diallels are disconnected in the sense that a group of usually five or six parents are mated in one half-diallel, a different five or six parents are mated in another half-diallel, and so on. The practical advantage of disconnected half-diallels compared with one large diallel is that the former involves far fewer crosses per parent.

The theory of analysis of diallels received considerable attention in the 1950's (notably Hafman, 1954; Griffing, 1956; Kempthorne, 1956) and more recent developments have been reviewed by Mayo (1980). De Lacy and Basford (1988) show the relationships between the various methods of analysis of diallels and describe the genetic interpretation of the statistical partitioning of sources of variation in the diallel model.

In practise, diallel matings are often unbalanced due to missing crosses or because of unequal representation of crosses across blocks (missing plots). Accomodating such imbalance complicates the analysis. Analyzing disconnected half-diallels imposes an additional requirement, that is, combining sums of squares and products from each of the separate diallels to provide pooled estimates of genetic variance and covariance components.

There does not appear to be a computer program cited either in other crop or animal breeding literature which is capable of analyzing diallels with missing crosses or missing plots. In tree breeding the program of Schaffer and Usanin (1969) (called DIALLL) is available and can accommodate such missing values. The method of analysis employed by the DIALLL program does not, however, allow analysis of fixed models or mixed models where say blocks or sites are considered fixed and parents (crosses) considered random. The mixed model is common in analysis of diallel experiments across breeding regions where sites may be considered fixed. Another practical problem with DIALLL is that the program does not provide easy access to the sums of squares and products for pooling in the analysis of disconnected mating designs.

The present article outlines a computer program (called DAG: Diallel Analysis by GENSTAT) which is written in GENSTAT (Alvey et al., 1977), a widely-used statistical programming language. DAG is a flexible program which can be modified to fit any diallel design and can accommodate large numbers of missing values. The program is based on the combining ability analysis outlined by Griffing (1956).

Method of Analysis

(1) Models Fitted

The DAG program employs both analysis of variance and regression techniques to complete the analysis of diallel matings. The standard assumptions regarding additivity and normal distribution are made. We have also assumed that competition between trees is not influencing individual performance. In situations where single tree plots have been used it will be necessary to make a further assumption of independence of individual trees. In this special case additional correction terms may need to be added to the model (for example Papadakis 1937 correction for local trends or Draper-Guttman 1980 correction to remove competition effects).

An important feature of DAG is that effects in the model can be classified as either fixed or random. In the version of DAG presented here (Figure 1) the effects of blocks are assumed fixed while those of crosses are assumed random. Appendix 1 contains a description of the program code given in Figure 1. More detailed descriptions and worked examples of this and other versions of DAG are available on request from the senior author. The model for the analysis of individual tree data is —

\[ y_{1jk} = \mu + b_i + c_j + \delta_{ik} + e_{ijk} + \epsilon_{1jk} \]  

(1)

where \( \mu \) is the mean, \( b_i \), the ith block, \( c_j \) the cross between the jth female parent and the kth male parent, \( B_{ijk} \) the interaction between the ith block and the cross between the jth female parent and the kth male parent, and \( e_{ijk} \), the within-block error. There are b blocks and p parents. The effect of crosses (\( C_{jk} \)) can be further partitioned according to the model —

\[ c_{jk} = c_j + s_k + s_{jk} \]  

(2)

where \( G_j \) and \( G_k \) are the general combining effects of the jth and kth parents respectively and \( S_{jk} \) the specific combining effect of these two parents.

In DAG, analysis is achieved by reducing these models into four sub-models which are then fitted to the least-squares adjusted data from the diallel experiment. The four submodels and their reduction notation are given in Table 1 and are discussed later.

(2) Technical Details of the Analyses

In the diallel analysis presented here four separate analyses are required to partition the appropriate sums of squares and products and they are described below. Each analysis, based on a reduction of the models given in equations 1 and 2 (see Table 1), produces a residual which can be stored and used in subsequent calculations.

Analysis One: The first analysis is used to create residuals following the removal of block effects (\( R_1 (\mu, B); Table 1 \)). The analysis consists of a least-squares analysis of covariance where GENSTAT dummy variates representing block effects are used as covariates. In DAG each individual block is identified as a separate effect. In the case where an experiment is planted on more than one site each block within each site would similarly be identified as a separate effect. The contrasts (or differences) between these blocks are calculated in such a way that they have zero mean and are stored as the dummy variates representing block effects. In DAG regression for blocks actually uses these contrasts, via the dummy variates, to eliminate as far as possible the influence of block effects on the estimation of other effects.

Analysis Two: The second analysis is used to create residuals following the removal of the block and parental effects (\( R_2 (\mu, B, G); Table 1 \)). A linear regression is fitted with the dependent variables being the dummy variates for
blocks described above and another set of dummy variates set up to represent parental (general combining) effects. The dummy variates for parents are set up to account for the various contributions of parents to any given cross. A matrix of genetic relationship is created using zeros and halves to represent the gametic contribution of a parent to...
rest*attributes, sparecopy $wanted = 1

* step 7 *

* This section involves four analyses which become progressively more precise. Their main aim is to provide residuals from which subsequent calculations are made*. 'anov' / pryu = 0, prx = 0*sparecopy ; res = attributes
* note restricted printing to avoid a printout of the analyses of the covariates*
'calc' *attribute = attribute * missing
'ssp' r(4)
* r(4) now holds sums of squares and products from environmental model*
'run'
'regr' parent(1...nparent), dummy(2...nblock), sparecopy
'y' sparecopy
'sl / int = n' parent (1...nparent) , dummy(2...nblock) ; res = attributes
* because of the way dummy() has been defined, forcing the regression through the origin results in the first nparent coefficients holding estimates of family means *
'calc' *attributes = attribute*missing
'ssp' r(2)
* compute residual sums of squares and products*
'treat' cross.f
'clm' sparecopy ; res = attribute
'calc' *attributes = attribute * missing
'ssp' r(3)
* analysis 4 to find within plot error *
'block'
'cova'
'treat' $dummygb
'clm' sparecopy ; res = attribute
'calc' *attribute = attribute * missing
'ssp' r(4)
'run'
'print' r(1...4)

* step 8 *

* in this section the coefficients for determining expected mean squares are calculated or estimated *
* form geometric mean of trees per cross per block *
'table' tab $dummygb
'tabulate*missing ; tab
'scal' harmonic
'calc' harmonic = 1 / mean(1 / tab)
* note that harmonic could also be calculated using the hartley macro but in general it would be slower. However if there are covariates present the hartley method should be used. Calculation of the harmonic mean assumes that all plots considered have at least one entry. The hartley macro is robust against this. To incorporate into the code replace the harmonic 'calc' with for hartleyk = harmonic ; hartleyf
= $dummygb use* hartley* repeat* *
'print' harmonic
'run' *(to allow compilation of design descriptors)*

* step 9 *

* in this section genetic parameters are calculated*
* A sums of squares and products *
'calc' sep.*x = r(1) - r(3)
* sep.gca = r(1) - r(2)
* sep.sca = sep.xs - sep.gca
* sep.plot = r(3) - r(4)
'print' sep.xs, sep.gca, sep.sca, sep.plot
* B calculate mean squares and products*
'calc' msp.xs = sep.xs / (aparent * (aparent - 1) / 2 - 1)
* msp.gca = sep.gca / (aparent - 1 )
* msp.sca = sep.sca / (aparent * (aparent - 3) / 2)
* msp.plot = sep.plot / (n(vail(tab) - nmv(tab) / tab))
* sep.tree = r(4)
* msp.tree = sep.tree / (n(vail( missing) - nmv( missing) - nval(tab) + nmv(tab) / tab))
* msp* mean squares *
'print' msp.xs, msp.gca, msp.sca, msp.plot, msp.tree
* C form variances *
* use the harlty method to find the bc of griffing *
'for' kmartley = bc ; kmartley = cross.f 'use / r' hartley $ repeat*
'calc' vcv.xs = (msp.xs - msp.plot) / bc
* vcv.gca = ( msp.gca - msp.plot ) / bc
* vcv.sca = ( msp.sca - msp.plot ) / bc
* vcv.plot = ( msp.plot - msp.tree ) / harmonic
'print' vcv.xs, vcv.gca, vcv.sca, vcv.plot
'run'
* D form correlations*
'calc' cor.xs, cor.gca, cor.sca, cor.plot, cor.tree = corr(vcv.xs, vcv.gca, vcv.sca, vcv.plot, msp.tree)
* prin' cor.xs, cor.gca, cor.sca, cor.plot, cor.tree $8.3
* E approximate variances of mean squares *
* transfer desp structures to matrices to allow matrix multiplication *
* equate* mat.msp = msp.gca
* mat.mps = msp.sca
* mat.mpp = msp.plot
* form matrices products *
'calc' msp.mg = pdtt(mat.mspg ; mat.mspg) / (aparent + 1)
* msp.mg = pdtt(mat.mspg ; mat.mspg) / (2 + aparent* (aparent - 3) / 2)
* msp.mg = pdtt(mat.mspg ; mat.mspg) / (nplot - ncross + 2)
* var.g.var = 2 / (aparent - 2) / (aparent - 2) * (msp.mg + mps.mg)
* var.p.var = 2 * mps.mg
* caption* variances of genetic variance components (after Becker)
* print' var.g.var, var.s.var, var.p.var
* 'run'
* 'close'
* 'stop'

Figure 1. — The GENSTAT code for DAG.
between parent effects (general combining effects). Note that this dummy variate for parents cannot be used to represent selfed individuals.

The model for the regression analysis is defined in such a way that the regression line is forced through the origin. This definition means that the first P (where P is the number of parents) regression coefficients will be estimates of parental means. These parental mean values are thus accessible in the program.

**Analysis Three:** The third analysis is used to create residuals following the removal of block and cross effects (R3 (μ, B, C); Table I). In this analysis the dummy variates for block effects are again used as covariates and a dummy factor for crosses is set up as a classifying factor in the analysis of covariance. The dummy factor for crosses is set up to identify each level of the crosses term so that even when there are missing crosses the model can still be represented in a simple form. Removing the effect of crosses in this way leads to the covariate means being estimates of the means of the crosses. Thus, the mean value of each cross (or family mean value) is also accessible in the program.

**Analysis Four:** The fourth analysis is used to create residuals following the removal of block, cross and block × cross interaction effects (R4 (μ, B, C, BC); Table I). A dummy factor (similar to that described for crosses in Analysis Three) is used to index each of the plots measured in the experiment. Thus, even when there are missing plots the model for this analysis can be represented simply and analysis of variance carried out using this dummy factor for plot effects as the classifying factor.

### (3) Coping with Missing Values

According to the general theory of least squares a model for a complete non-orthogonal analysis can be written for a data set with any number of missing values and solved by matrix inversion. This approach is the method used by Schaffer and Usans (1969) in DIALL. Where there are large numbers of missing crosses in a diallel experiment the computations for this method become cumbersome. For ease of programming and flexibility of statistical analysis a more efficient method of coping with missing values in data from diallels may be to simplify the model for the analysis as much as possible within the constraints of the experimental design. This method is used in DAG and involves exploiting available orthogonality in the model. In effect, this means partitioning the X’X matrix into block and genetic components. After the removal of the block component as a covariate, the genetic effects are orthogonal even if the replication is uneven. The dummy variates and factors described in the preceding section are used and represent the effects in the model. These “dummies” are set up to minimise the computations required in the analyses. The size of the matrices to be inverted by DAG are equal to b in Analyses One and Three and b + p in Analysis Two (where b is the number of blocks and p the number of parents). In the regression approach, used in the complete non-orthogonal analysis, the order of the matrix for Analysis Three alone would be b + ½ p (p-1) which, as p increases, would rapidly become large.

The GENSTAT analysis of variance and regression commands routinely estimate missing values that make no contribution to the residual sums of squares and products (see Alvéy et al., 1977). These estimated values may lead to some inflation of the treatment sums of squares and products produced by these analyses. To avoid error from such inflation the DAG program uses only the unbiased residual sums of squares and products from the various analyses for further calculations.

### (4) Sums of Squares and Products Structures

Sums of squares and products matrices required to estimate the desired genetic variance and covariance components are obtained by differencing sums of squares and products and residuals formed in the analyses outlined above. For instance, sums of squares and products for crosses (SSPc) are obtained by subtracting the residual sums of squares for Analysis Three (that is, R3 (μ, B, C); Table 2) from the residual sums of squares for Analysis One (that is, R1 (μ, B); Table 2). The exact subtraction required to obtain each of the effects of interest (gca, sca, block × cross interaction and within-plot error) is given in Table 2. As these residuals are not biased by the estimates of missing values (discussed above) they provide an accurate partitioning of the sums of squares and products.

The residuals formed in the four analyses above and the sums of squares and products matrices formed by the subtractions given in Table 2 are maintained in separate storage allocations throughout the DAG program. Thus, these structures are available for, say, accrual across a disconnected series of diallels and also for use in further computations within the diallel being considered.

### (5) Variance Components

Equating mean squares with their expectations (given in Table 3) provides estimates of the genetic variance due to crosses ($σ_{g}^2$), general combining ability ($σ_{gca}^2$), specific combining ability ($σ_{sca}^2$), block × cross interaction ($σ_{bcx}^2$) and within-plot error ($σ_{w}^2$). The two k coefficients required to estimate these genetic variance and covariance components (see Table 3) are estimated as the harmonic mean of the number of full-sib individuals per plot in the case of $k$, and using the synthesis procedure of Hartley (1967) in the case of $k$. The Hartley procedure
Table 3. — Expectations of mean squares relevant to estimating genetic parameters from analyses of covariance and regression in the DAG program. There are p parents and N trees overall in the experiment: The variance component $\sigma^2_{\text{p}}$ is due to crosses, $\sigma^2_{\text{GCA}}$ general combining ability, $\sigma^2_{\text{Sca}}$ specific combining ability, $\sigma^2_{\text{bc}}$ block × cross interaction and $\sigma^2_{\text{w}}$ within plot error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>d.f.</th>
<th>Mean squares</th>
<th>Expectations of mean squares</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crosses</td>
<td>p(p-1)/2</td>
<td>$\sigma^2_{\text{p}}$</td>
<td>$\sigma^2_{\text{p}} + \sigma^2_{\text{GCA}} + \sigma^2_{\text{Sca}} + \sigma^2_{\text{bc}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-1</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma^2_{\text{p}}$</td>
<td>$\sigma^2_{\text{p}} + \sigma^2_{\text{GCA}} + \sigma^2_{\text{Sca}} + \sigma^2_{\text{bc}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma^2_{\text{GCA}}$</td>
<td>$\sigma^2_{\text{GCA}} + \sigma^2_{\text{Sca}} + \sigma^2_{\text{bc}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block × cross</td>
<td>(b-1)(p-1)/2</td>
<td>$\sigma^2_{\text{Sca}}$</td>
<td>$\sigma^2_{\text{Sca}} + \sigma^2_{\text{bc}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within plot</td>
<td>b(p-1)/2</td>
<td>$\sigma^2_{\text{bc}}$</td>
<td>$\sigma^2_{\text{bc}} + \sigma^2_{\text{w}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Calculates the sum of mean squares for each of the dummy variates involving crosses. The difference between the residual sum of squares from the dummy variates with and without the crosses effect gives the treatment sum of squares which is a direct estimate of $\sigma^2_{\text{w}}$ (the effective number of individuals per cross). Standard errors of the genetic variance and covariance components are obtained following Becker (1985).

Conclusions

Analysis of diallel matings is not simple even in the case of balanced data and complications increase when there are missing plots or missing crosses. A computer program called DAG has been written to analyse diallel experiments which have missing values. The program is written in GENSTAT, a widely used general statistics program, which allows data manipulation as well as flexibility of statistical analyses.

The analysis of diallels is achieved in DAG by reducing the overall model for the analysis into sub-models relating to the desired genetic variance and covariance components. The nature of the reduction analyses means that the program can easily be modified to cope with a range of diallel models. The data manipulation feature of GENSTAT provides DAG with the capability of accessing information calculated by the program, such as means of parents, means of crosses and sums of squares and products.
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Appendix One: Program Description

The following description gives a brief outline of each step of the DAG program detailed in Figure 1. Readers not familiar with the GENSTAT program should consult the manuals produced by Alvey et al. (1977) which give exact specifications of the GENSTAT commands. A test example including input data and the analysis produced by DAG is available on request from the senior author. A more detailed description of the mechanics of the program is also available.

Step 1. Initialisation: In Step 1 the program compiles design descriptors and prepares data structures for subsequent analyses. GENSTAT macros are defined which will calculate effective replication for use in analyses.

Step 2. Data Input: In step 2 data are read in free field format and placed directly into the storage space allocated in Step 1. Provision is made for data to be supplied from a separate file.

Step 3. Form Dummy Variates and Factors: The purpose of step 3 is to set up a series of identifiers (called dummies in GENSTAT) which are used to represent various model terms in subsequent analyses. Dummy variates are formed to represent (a) the contrast between block effects and (b) the various contributions of parents to each cross. These variates are used to remove the effects of blocks or parents respectively during any analysis. Dummy factors are set up to identify each individual level of each of the block, cross and block × cross interaction effects. These dummy factors account for any missing observations and allow these effects to be represented simply during the analyses.

Step 4. Missing Trees: The GENSTAT analysis of variance and regression commands routinely estimate missing values that have no contribution to the residual sum of squares. In the DAG program these substitute values are flagged so that they can be removed from any subsequent analysis, if desired.

Step 5. Selection of Units: This step of the program is included as an example of data manipulation and provides an opportunity for restricting the data set to be used in the analyses. For example, only-dummy parents code lots are often included in genetics experiments but would be excluded from analyses for estimating genetic parameters.

Step 6. Working Copy of the Data: The original data has been read and is stored by the program. In step 6 provision is made for a “working copy” of this data to be produced for each analysis by copying the original data. This provision allows the original data to be modified separately.
for each analysis (if required) and also to be resubmitted for any number of different analyses.

Step 7. Analyses of Data: In step 7 the analyses of the data are carried out. In the version of DAG presented in Figure 1 the four analyses outlined in this article are carried out. Each analysis is based on a reduction of the overall model and produces a residual which is used in subsequent calculations to obtain information about the desired model terms.

Step 8. Coefficients for Expected Mean Squares: Relevant k coefficients can be estimated in two ways by DAG—either by using the harmonic mean (used here to estimate the number of individuals per plot) or using the synthesis procedure of Hartley (1967) (used here to estimate the number of individuals per cross).

Step 9. Genetic Parameters: In this final step the total sums of squares and products for those effects. Mean sums of squares and products and residuals formed following the analyses in step 7 are differenced to obtain the squares are calculated and equated with their expectations to form the variance and covariance components. Standard errors of these components are also computed.

Genetics of Growth Rate in Quercus rubra: Provenance and Family Effects by the Early Third Decade in the North Central U.S.A. ¹
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Abstract

Northern red oak trees from seed origins at latitudes 43° to 46° N from the Mississippi River to western Maine were consistently high in growth rate in relation to trees of other origins in 3 provenance tests in the North Central region of the U.S.A. Seed sources from farther north, south or west were less promising, although the trees from some of these sources were above average in relation to test means. About 16 percent of measured variance in height growth was attributable to provenance and 7 percent to family. Age-age correlations in the Ohio test showed that selection for growth rate was not possible at age 8, probably partly because of early mortality and rabbit injury. We could have selected the best provenances from the standpoint of growth rate at age 14, but not the best individual trees. Early selection might be more feasible now, considering improvements in technology for red oak plantation establishment.

Key words: Quercus rubra, northern red oak, growth rate, provenance, family, juvenile selection.

Zusammenfassung


Introduction

The economic importance of northern red oak (Quercus rubra L.) in the eastern United States gave this species a high priority for genetic research when a committee for cooperative regional research was organized by the state experiment stations of the North Central region in 1959. Seven provenance tests were established in six states in the early 1960s. The objective was to evaluate range-wide genetic variation to provide a basis for selecting seed sources for high vigor and other desirable traits. Three other previously-established smaller-scale provenance tests of Quercus rubra evaluated at an early age demonstrated significant provenance-related variation in vigor. The number of samples was small in each case and the nature of the variation patterns could not be defined (Scheiner and Santamour, 1961; Krahl-Urbani, 1966; Gall and Taft, 1973). A nursery evaluation of our own material at age 1 showed that there were both parental and provenance effects on early vigor (Kriehel, 1965). Analysis of all seven of our experiments at ages 12 to 14 indicated that there was significant seed source variation in growth rate, even within limited geographic areas. There was also some indication of a regional pattern of moderately high vigor among samples from southern Illinois, southern Indiana, and western Ohio (Kriehel et al., 1976). Denke (1975), Schlabaum and Bagby (1961) and Schlabaum et al., (1962) also found source-related differences in height growth, survival and other traits in their early reports on our experiments in Kansas and Nebraska.

In this paper, we report early third decade results of analysis of height growth differences attributable to provenance and family, from observations made in the Ohio, Indiana and Michigan plantations. We describe an emerging pattern of geographic variation, appraise the effect of seed tree relative to that of provenance, and estimate the pos-